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Daihatsu Adds the Special Edition VS Series to its Tanto Line-up at 

Extremely Attractive Price Points 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Tanto X “VS SA III”   Tanto Custom RS “Top Edition VS SA III” 
 

Daihatsu Motor Co., Ltd. (hereinafter “Daihatsu”) has added limited edition “VS Series” grades to its Tanto 

line-up, and will launch the vehicles nationwide on December 3.  

 

The Tanto is a more spacious mini passenger vehicle that has sold more than two million units since its 

launch in 2003*1. It is one of Daihatsu’s core models, and is highly regarded by a wide range of customers, 
particularly families with young children. 

 

The newly added limited edition VS Series is available in three different grades: the X “VS SA III,” the 
Custom X “Top Edition VS SA III,” and the Custom RS “Top Edition VS SA III.” Compared to the base 
grade, the VS Series features special interior and exterior equipment, the Panorama Monitor*2, driver’s 

side power sliding doors, and other equipment aimed to boost safety and convenience. The vehicles will 

go on sale at extremely attractive price points. 

 

The X “VS SA III” realizes a greater feeling of luxury through the addition of the Black Interior 

Pack—which is normally a manufacturer’s option—high-qualitycenter cluster and door arm rests, three 

large-scale self-illuminating meters, as well as LED headlights and unique aluminum wheels. 

 

The Custom X “Top Edition VS SA III” and Custom RS “Top Edition VS SA III” come specially equipped 
with front grille LED lighting and unique aluminum wheels*3, which combine to create an even more 

impressive exterior. 

 

Finally, a new Laser Blue Crystal Shine body color is available for each of the three  VS Series models*4. 

 

Based on its Light you up approach, going forwards Daihatsu will continue to provide optimal 

mobility to every one of its customers, and cater to their needs via its extended range of mini and compact 

vehicles. 
 
*1 As of December 18, 2017, according to Daihatsu research and data provided by the Japan Mini Vehicles Association. Sales figures 

include the Tanto Exe mini passenger vehicle, which is no longer sold, and the Tanto Sloper and Tanto Welcome Seat mini welfare 
vehicles. 

*2 Available as standard as part of the “Panorama Monitor Camera” or the “Panorama Monitor Genuine Navigation Equipment Upgrade 
Pack” (please see the following page for further details). The “Panorama Monitor Navigation” dealer option must be installed separately. 

*3 Equipment differs according to the grade; please see the following page for further details. 
*4 Available as a manufacturer option 
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Outline of special specification car 

＜Tanto＞ 

Grade name X “VS SA III” 
Base grade X “SA III” 
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Interior 

・Black Interior Pack 
 - Black Interior (full-fabric seat covers, instrument panel, and door trim) 
 - Plated air-conditioning register nob 
 - Air-conditioning center register ring with silver ornamentation 
 - Plated inner door panels (driver and front passenger seats) 
 -  SRS side airbags (driver and front passenger seats) 
・Premium Shine Black center cluster with Shadow Flow design 
・Three large-scale self-illuminating meters, including a tachometer 
・Premium Shine Black and fabric door arm rests (driver and front passenger seats) 

Exterior 
・14-inch aluminum wheels, unique to the VS 
・LED headlights with low-beam and auto-leveling functions 

safe and secure, 
Comfortable 
equipment 

・Driver’s side power sliding door with one-touch open and reservation lock functions 
・Panorama Monitor Camera&Genuine Navigation Equipment Upgrade Pack 

Body color ・Laser Blue Crystal Shine newly available as a manufacturer option 

 

＜Tanto Custom＞ 

Grade name 
CustomX 

“Top Edition VS SA III” 
CustomRS 

“Top Edition VS SA III” 

Base grade 
CustomX 

“Top Edition SA III” 
CustomRS 

“Top Edition SA III” 
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Exterior 

・White front grille LED lighting  

Unique Top Edition 14-inch aluminum wheels 

equipped as standard to the base grade 

・15-inch aluminum wheels, unique to the VS 
 

safe and secure, 
Comfortable 
equipment 

Driver’s side power sliding door with 
one-touch open and reservation lock 
functions 

Custom X features shown on the left are 
equipped as standard to the Custom RS 

base grade 

・Panorama Monitor Camera 

Body color ・Laser Blue Crystal Shine newly available as a manufacturer option 

 

Special specification vehicle manufacturer's suggested retail price 

(including consumption tax) 

(Price range for the Tanto: 1,220,400–1,873,800 yen) 

Grade Engine Transmission 
Drive 

system 
Price (yen) 

X “VS SA III” 
NA※

5
 

CVT 

2WD 1,485,000 

4WD 1,609,200 

CustomX “Top Edition VS SA III” 
2WD 1,630,800 

4WD 1,755,000 

CustomRS “Top Edition VS SA III” TC※
6
 

2WD 1,695,600 

4WD 1,819,800 

※5：Naturally aspirated engine 

※6：Turbo Charger 

 

 


